Recommended Literature by Grade Level, K–8, and Supplemental Literature

Annotations by Susan Hepler

About These Lists

Literature is the heart of our literacy programs. Whether you use a total literature program that relies exclusively on trade books or a basal textbook program that is supplemented with trade books, you will want to be familiar with exemplary children’s literature. Inspiring literature can be used to read aloud, teach reading, promote rich literature conversations, and encourage a lifelong love of reading.

The following K–8 literature lists have been carefully composed to reflect a wide variety of outstanding literary and artistic literature—picture books, poetry, folktales, realistic fiction, historical fiction, science fiction, humor, and nonfiction. These lists are meant to be used as a reference and starting point for conversations about what literature will work best in your own school or district.

The literature lists are totally new, that is, with few exceptions, the titles are not repeats of previous lists in Invitations or the stand-alone The Blue Pages (1994). However, be sure to revisit our former lists that serve as a foundation for these lists. While we set our task as selecting the best from recently published literature, remember that “old favorites” such as The Little Red Hen, Strega Nova, The Stories Julian Tells, Tuck Everlasting, and Hatchet, are still strong teaching choices. However, because many children are widely read, it is also necessary to keep ahead of their reading so they don’t endlessly read Hatchet, Charlotte’s Web, or some other classic at one grade level and then again at a later grade level.

The supplemental lists include author/illustrator studies as skeleton organizers for your own preparation of other author studies. Many authors and most publishers now have Web pages where you can find additional information. Recognizing the important influence of reading on writing, we have also included an extensive section, “Books That Encourage Children to Write,” as part of the supplemental lists.

Grade-level literature lists are organized alphabetically by title. Each book annotation includes a brief summary, noteworthy characteristics about the literary and artistic quality, and possible suggestions for discussion and response. “Series” after an annotation means that there are either sequels or other titles featuring the same characters. Key features of each grade-level list precede the list of books, and each list also includes suggested authors and illustrators for in-depth study.

So that books can be used for small-group guided reading and literature conversations, we recommend purchasing six to ten copies of each selected title. To make the literature affordable in multiple copies, we have chosen titles, most of which are available in paperback. The parentheses following the publishing information indicates the paperback publisher. An empty parentheses means that there was no paperback publisher when this book went to press. However, paperback books regularly go in and out of print, so you will want to periodically check availability. Also, to help you locate all recommended books on the lists easily, all literature is included in the index of Conversations by title, author and illustrator.

Balancing the Collection

We have made a big effort to include more nonfiction and culturally diverse titles than on previous lists. Much more quality nonfiction is now available, and at least 25 percent of all included titles are nonfiction. We selected these titles because of the relevance of the content, the way the narrative works, the organizational patterns of the text, and the way illustrations point readers to traditional nonfiction visual conventions such as graphs, sidebars, and glossaries. (See pages 441–445 for specific guidelines for choosing nonfiction.)

At least 40 percent of the all titles on the lists are “culturally diverse.” We believe that the books children read—and the books in our school and classroom libraries—must represent every ethnic group and culture. However while the number of children’s books published in the last ten years has doubled from the previous decade, less than 5 percent of new books being published are “culturally diverse.” So finding excellent literature to include is a challenge. Looking at current literature, the good news is that African Americans are now presented most frequently and with fewer stereotypes than any other
cultural group. However, while some strong Asian characters are portrayed, there is meager coverage of Latino culture and an appalling lack of literature related to Native American culture. Regarding the latter, the literature that exists is mostly folktales; there are few books on Native American history or their lives today (Gallla 1998).

We prefer the term *culturally diverse* to the common term *multicultural*, which has taken on varying—and often confusing—meanings. By "culturally diverse" children's literature, we mean quality texts and illustrations that accurately and respectfully portray the different people, cultures, and perspectives of our society. When students engage with the characters in these books, they have the potential for serious and thought-provoking discussion about such issues as bias, freedom, justice, and equality. Additionally, culturally diverse literature has the power to humanize us and increase our sensitivity, tolerance, and compassion for people and other cultures. (Take a careful look at the texts and illustrations in your classroom and school collections. Some old books may have to go.)

**Using These Books in Your Reading Program**

With the exception of the kindergarten list in which books are meant to be read to the child, all books in the grade level lists are meant to be read by and with children in the guided reading program. While the lists are organized by grade levels for your teaching convenience, many books work on multiple levels. For example, a book that works well for guided reading and literature conversations at one grade level could be a wonderful read aloud at a previous grade level or a terrific book for cementing reading strategies at a higher grade level.

Because developing readers need daily practice on easy books, we have included lists of information and recommendations in "Little Books for Developing Readers," in a section placed between the kindergarten and grade one lists. You may also want to check the information and resources on leveling books on pages 186–19b. There is also information and extensive recommendations for "Books in Series." As well as being terrific for turning kids on to reading, a number of these series books are also appropriate for guided reading.

**Books in Series**

**Introduction**

Because series books are important for turning many students on to reading, we have deliberately included a separate category for them. Many inexperienced readers have become "hooked" on series fiction and then, eventually, moved on to more sophisticated materials. Not only are series books wildly popular with students, they perform an important function in increasing students' comprehension. As readers become more familiar with the common elements of each book in the series—characters, author's style and tone, language, content, predictable format, and concept demands—they can focus more on meaning, and their confidence and competence grow. Then, it becomes our job to help readers expand their reading preferences to include the full range of rich literature in various genres.

As children, both Susan Hepler and I became avid readers through series books. We read every title in a series, proudly owned many of them, and often reread favorites. Susan read "Biographies of Famous Americans." We both read Nancy Drew books, a series that, along with Hardy Boy books, dates back to 1927. The rules in the series never varied: "No serious violence; a character could be knocked unconscious only once in every book. Each chapter must end with a cliffhanger." And while characters have evolved "from fearless Nancy" in the first book to "Frightened Nancy" in the late 1950s, those rules have held (Smith 1998).

Books in a fiction series have "common elements of characters and/or setting," "formulaic plots," and "end with loose ends tied up, questions answered, and the satisfaction of a happy ending, at least for the protagonists." Series books are designed to appeal as a total concept rather than on a book's individual merits. In addition, because children derive these books and enjoy reading them, they provide "a valuable incentive for the reading practice that young readers need." Not only does such reading improve fluency, it also provides social connections for communities of readers who enjoy, discuss, and interpret these books (Jenkins 1997).

The following series books have proven popular with readers over the years. Check the grade-level lists for other series books, as well, and be sure to include your students' favorite series in your classroom library.
Most series books noted are fiction but we have included quality nonfiction series when we could find them. While not all books in a series are equally of high quality, useful in the classroom, or appealing, the series on this list provide consistent and reliable reader support. However, many of the series on this list feature excellent writing and some single titles would support guided reading. Just be sure to read individual titles before you purchase. Some series books appear only in paperback, not hardbound. Note that we have not included mass market series such as Nancy Drew, Babysitter's Club, Goosebumps, or sports series as these are books that kids will easily find and read on their own.

**Easy Reader Format (Grades 1–2)**

Most titles feature easy-reader format of three or four short chapters, six to ten lines of text, plenty of illustrations, and approximately thirty-two to forty pages long. Several series here are picture storybooks, as well.


Clifford stories by Norman Bridwell. Scholastic. Large red dog and his neighborhood friends.


Little Bear stories by Else Holmelund Minarik, illustrated by Maurice Sendak. HarperCollins. The series that started the genre.


Little Bill series by Bill Cosby, illustrated by Varnette P. Honeywood. Scholastic. Brothers in family dilemmas.


Nate the Great by Marjorie Sharmat. Putnam. Boy detective in the neighborhood.

Oliver Pig; Amanda Pig series by Jean Van Leeuwen. Dial. Pig family life.


Poppleton series by Cynthia Rylant, illustrated by Mark Teague. Blue Sky/Scholastic. Pig and his friends.

Willy stories by Anthony Browne. Candlewick. Gorilla boy experiences dreams, bullies, etc.

Zelda and Ivy stories by Laura McGee Kvasnosky. Candlewick. Fox sisters humorous rivalry.

**Easy Chapter Book Series (Grades 2–3)**

These short novels feature more text than the previous category, usually more than sixty pages in length, illustrations every few pages, and stronger or more complex literary elements (plot, character, theme, language, etc.).


Cam Jansen series by David A. Adler. Viking. Girl detective, short chapters.


Mary Marony; Horrible Harry; Song Lee; Marvin Higgins series by Suzy Kline. Penguin. Realistic family and school settings.

Poetry selected by Lee Bennett Hopkins. HarperCollins. Poems on a variety of topics.

See also nonfiction series by:


All About... series by Jim Arnosky. Scholastic. Nonfiction nature observation sketchbooks.

**Transitional Books in Series**

*(Grades 2–5)*

Books in this category feature varying lengths, relevant themes, longer chapters, and a few illustrations. Some upper elementary age readers do not seek the solace of series books, preferring instead to read books in one genre or by one author. However, these series provide continued support to reader growth.


Amelia’s Notebook series by Marissa Moss. Tricycle. Inviting journal format.


Dear America series. Scholastic. Girls in history as seen through their fictitious diaries.

Dimwood series by Avi, illustrated by Brian Floca. Orchard. Mouse bravery.


Lives of the... series. Kathleen Krull, illustrated by Kathryn Hewitt. Harcourt. Short biographies of writers, artists, athletes, explorers, etc.

Magic School Bus series by Joanna Cole and Bruce Degen. Scholastic. Science and humor on field trips.


Mr. Tucket series by Gary Paulsen. Delacorte. Orphaned boy on the Oregon Trail.


Time Warp Trio series by Jon Scieszka, illustrated by Lane Smith. Viking. Humorous and hip time-slip fantasies.
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Nonfiction by Vicki Cobb, Joanna Cole, Kathleen Krull, Patricia Lauber, Laurence Pringle, and Seymour Simon.

More Challenging Series for Older Readers (Grades 4-7)

While series are still important to many middle school readers, others graduate to YA authors such as William Sleator, Gary Paulsen, Lois Duncan, and Richard Peck. Others gravitate to adult authors such as Danielle Steele, John Grisham, and Stephen King, or genres such as science fiction or romance. Nonetheless, these series have proved popular with older readers.

Alice series by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor. Atheneum. Humorous and poignant stories of motherless girl growing up.

Anastasia Krupnik series by Lois Lowry. Houghton Mifflin. Girl growing up from age nine to middle school.


Dinah stories by Claudia Mills. Macmillan. Thoughtful and dramatic girl in middle school.

Face on the Milk Carton mysteries by Caroline Cooney. Delacorte. Contemporary girl.

Friendship Ring series by Rachel Vail. Scholastic. How it feels to be a girl in seventh grade.


Here There Be... series by Jane Yolen. Harcourt Brace. Short fantasy stories.

Homecoming series by Cynthia Voigt. Atheneum. Extended Maryland family saga.

Orp series. Suzy Kline. Putnam. Middle school boy school and family stories.

Orphan Train series by Joan Lowery Nixon. Dell. Prairie America in late 1850s.


Vesper Holly mysteries by Lloyd Alexander. Dutton. Female adventurer in fantasy historical settings.


Nonfiction by Rhoda Blumberg, Russell Freedman, Joy Hakim, Jim Giblin, Jim Haskins, Jim Murphy, and Jerry Stanley.